
Jasmine Senior, VP Campus Life, CLC Budget 

 

Who: the Campus Life Committee 

What: we are here to serve the Columbia College student body  

Where: the Columbia University campus 

When: the entire academic year 

Why: to build community on campus while also making student life at Columbia more enjoyable and memorable 

How: by hosting large events on campus in which we collaborate with various student groups and other members of our campus. We 

want to explore multiculturalism, celebrate tradition, support students (through athletics, the arts, etc) and so much more. In addition, 

this year we want to try to plan events that center specifically on Columbia College and what it means to be a member of it. The 

individuals who work on these ideas make up the Campus Life Committee. 

 Date Collaboration* Food/Beverages Decorations Tech Giveaways Misc. 

** 

Total 

Cost 

CCSC 

contribution 

Activities Day 

Fair 

9/9/11 ESC $3500  200   3700 2812 

9/11 

Commemorative 

Event 

9/10/11 ESC, SGA, 

GSSC 

$300  360  300 960  ???? 

Passport to 

Columbia 

9/17/11 ESC $1400 100 300  400 2200 1672 

Homecoming 

Week, total 

costs for 5 days 

(approx.) 

10/11 ESC $1200   400 $500 500 2600 1976 

Basketball 

Mania (approx.) 

Early 

Nov. 

ESC, SGA, 

GSSC 

   1000  1000 1000 

Tree Lighting 

Ceremony 

Early 

Dec. 

 $1200  300 700  3000 3000 

Extra Event 1 Late 

Nov. 

n/a      2000 2000 

Extra Event 2 Mid 

Dec. 

n/a      2000 2000 

* Total cost will be split between collaborators 

** Extras like tablecloths, tableware, candles, flyers, etc. 

Yellow highlight: These events have already occurred this semester. 

 

Total Amount requested: $14460 (I am not sure that I did the ratios correctly, I based the CCSC- ESC ratio on 76/24) 

 

The components listed in this table are the main areas of spending that occur when CLC plans an event. Based on experience during 

the past two years, food and giveaways tend to be the most expensive items because we are trying to feed and provide for a large 

amount of people. These estimates are based off of the expectation that we will work to get food at a decent price and from the least 

expensive vendors. We will also work to find the best prices for giveaway options at events. 

 

Extra Event 1 and Extra Event 2 will be decided by the committee. We would like to focus on Columbia College specific themes for 

the events. This means that they could center on an aspect of the Core or a particular part of the humanities. One idea that was brought 

up during retreat was to incorporate the past Honorary Lecture Series (event modeled after the World Leaders Forum except with a 

focus on more students in the audience and more intimate discussions) initiative started by CCSC two years ago into the Campus Life 

committee and making it something bigger and more successful. 

 

We are trying to do larger events that allow for greater attendance and provide more benefits to students and their interests. The fall 

semester is often full of events that the Campus Life Committee does every year as a tradition. As a result, we have only inserted three 

new events (one of which has already occurred, the commemorative event). I have not listed any approximate numbers for these extra 

events since the committee has not decided on what type of events they will be. However, I have stated the amount that we plan to 

stay within while planning the event. 

 

The amount requested is based off of expected costs for last fall semester’s events which are primarily the same for this fall. Although 

we would like to lower the spending more (it is already lowered from previous years) for this semester that will most likely not be 

possible based on the pre-scheduled events. However, the spring promises to be better in terms of presenting a lower budget since we 

will have a lot more flexibility in our planning.  


